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ABSTRACT 
We present a family of algebras of real symmetric Ioewner matrices and discuss 
their algebraic and structure properties. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A real n X n matrix A = (lij), i,j = 1,. . . , n, is symmetric Loewner if 
and only if there exist two vectors a = (a,) and y = (y,), the latter having 
distinct entries, such that 
ai - aj 
lij = Yi - Yj 
if i #j, 
arbitrary if i =j. 
If the vector y is fKed, then the resulting set of symmetric Loewner matrices 
is a linear space of dimension 2n - 1 denoted by -E”( y). A matrix A EY( y) 
is completely specified by its diagonal entries and by a vector a determined 
up to the addition of a multiple of the vector e = (1,. . . , 1)r. The vector 
a - a,e, whose first entry is equal to zero, will be called the normulized 
vector associated with the matrix A. 
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The aim of this paper is to extend some results on symmetric Loewner 
matrices due to Fiedler and VavZn [2, 31. In particular, in [2] the authors 
individuate a matrix algebra contained in the space P(y) and give a 
parametric representation of its elements by means of Cauchy matrices. In [3] 
conditions for the existence of this representation for an arbitrary symmetric 
Loewner matrix are given. 
In this paper, we determine a family of algebras contained in the space 
Z(y). By following the strategy introduced in [l], and in particular by using 
the concept of displacement operator [6, 41, we prove that these algebras, 
together with the diagonal matrices, are the only maximal algebras contained 
in the space P’(y). Actually, the algebra described in [2] is a subalgebra of 
one of them. Moreover, we discuss a parametric representation of the 
elements of every algebra in the family by means of specific Cauchy matrices. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the new 
algebras and discuss their maximality property. In Section 3 we study the 
parametric representation of their elements by means of Cauchy matrices. 
2. ALGEBRAS OF SYMMETRIC LOEWNER MATRICES 
In the line of 111, we will use the displacement structure of symmetric 
Loewner matrices as our main tool in order to determine the maximal 
algebras in P(y). More precisely, given an n X rz matrix A, let us consider 
the displacement operator 
B(A) = D,A -AD,, (2.1) 
where D, = diag( y,, . . . , y,). Two properties of the operator 9 play a key 
role in the following. First, .9 is a deviation [5], i.e., given two 12 X 71 
matrices A and B, 
9( AB) =23(A) B = A.9( B). 
Second, the space 9( y) can be characterized as follows. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. LetAbeann Xnmutrix.ThenA E_Y’(y)ifandonZy 
if there exists a vector a such that .~3( A) = aeT - eaT. 
From now on in this section we let A, B E_%‘(Y), and we denote by a 
and b the normalized vectors associated with A and B respectively. The 
following lemma will be useful. 
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LEMMA 2.1. We have 
Ab - Ba = (Ae)ob - (Be)oa, 
where 0 indicates the entywise vector product. 
Let us now consider the following family of subsets of L?‘(y), which 
depend on the parameter (Y: 
A, = {A EL?( y)jAe = cxa + fle, j3 arbitrary}. 
Note that the set A, contains the matrix algebra described in [2]. 
THEOREM 2.1. For every (Y the set A, is an algebra of symmetric 
Loewner matrices. 
Proof. The only nontrivial property to check is the closure under row- 
by-column matrix multiplication. First of all let us show that A, B E A, 
implies AB EL?(~). If A, B E A,, then there exist pr and & such that 
Ae = aa + &e and Be = crb + &e. Hence 
9(AB) =8(A)B +AB(B) 
= (ae’ - eaT) B + A( beT - ebT) 
= a( abT + &eT) - eaTB + AbeT - (aa + Ple)bT 
= (Ab + &,a)e’ - e(aTB + PlbT). 
Lemma 2.1 yields 
Ab + &a = Ba + Ab - Ba + &a 
= Ba + (Ae)ob - (Be)oa -I- &a 
= Ba + (Ae)ob - (crb)oa 
= Ba + P,b, 
and thus AB EL?(Y), by virtue of Proposition 2.1. Moreover, 
ABe = A( ab + &e) = cwAb + a&a + & &e = CY( Ab + &a) + PI &e 
and this easily implies AB E A,. 
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The importance of the algebras A, stems mainly from the following 
result. 
THEOREM 2.2. The algebra A, and the diagonal matrices are the only 
maximal algebras in 9( y > with respect to the set-inclusion partial ordering. 
In order to prove Theorem 2.2 we need some lemmas. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let A, B E&‘( y> be nondiagonal matrices. Then AB E 
P( y) q and only $ there exists (Y such that A, B E A,. 
Proof. The “if” implication is a trivial consequence of Theorem 2.1. Let 
us consider the “only if’ part. Since AB ~2’( y ), by virtue of Proposition 2.1 
there exists a vector w such that B( AB) = weT - ewT and thus, by develop 
ing the right-hand side and rearranging, 
aeTB + e(wT - aTB) + ( Ab - w)eT - AebT = 0. (2.2) 
This last equation can be rewritten in matrix form as W T = 0, with U and V 
the two matrices 
U=(a 1 e 1 Ab-w 1 -Ae), V=(Be 1 w-Ba 1 e I b). 
Clearly the equality W T = 0 implies rank U + rank V Q 4. Since A and B 
are nondiagonal by hypothesis, the vectors a and b must be linearly indepen- 
dent of the vector e. Thus rank U > 2 and, analogously, rank V > 2. We are 
left with the only possibility that rank U = rank V = 2. In particular this 
implies that 
Ae = ala + &e, 
Be = a,b + &e 
for suitable scalars (Y~ and Pi, i = 1,2. By substituting these relations into 
Equation (2.2) we find the new equation 
(Ab + &a - w)eT + ( a2 - cu,)abT - e(aTB - wT + PlbT) = 0, 
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which, in turn, can be rewritten in matrix form as U,V,’ = 0, where 
V, = (e ( b 1 w - Ba - P,b). 
The relation U,V1r = 0 implies rank U, + rank V, < 3. Thus we must have 
a2 = o1, since otherwise rank U, > 2 and rank V, > 2, which is not consis- 
tent with the preceding inequality. n 
As a particular case of Lemma 2.2 observe that if A E_F( y> is nondiago- 
nal and A2 E_%‘( y), then A E A, for some (Y. 
Clearly, the scalar matrices belong to each one of the algebras A,. More 
precisely, we have the following lemma, whose simple proof is left to the 
reader. 
LEMMA 2.3. If A is diagonal and A E A, for some (Y, then A is a scalar 
matrix. Moreover, if a Z p, then A E Aa n A, if and only if A is a scalar 
matrix. 
The next lemma embodies another simple observation. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let r c_CZ( y> be a matrix algebra. If there exists a 
nondiagonal matrix A E r, then r E A, for some CY. 
Proof. Clearly, Lemma 2.2 yields A E A, for some cr. Now, let B E r. 
If B is nondiagonal, then by Lemma 2.2, AB E._!Z’( y) implies A, B E A, 
for some p. Now we must have p = cy, since otherwise Lemma 2.3 would 
imply that A is a scalar matrix. Thus B E A,. 
If B is diagonal, then A + B E r is nondiagonal, so that A + B E A, 
and hence B E A, (and b scalar in view of Lemma 2.3). n 
Now we are ready for the 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. Clearly, for every (Y the algebra A, is a maximal 
algebra in _Y( y). In fact, if r is a matrix algebra such that A, G r cP( y>, 
then r c A, by Lemma 2.4. Hence A, c A,, i.e., A, n AP = A,. Now if 
CY = p, Lemma 2.3 would imply that A, is the set of the scalar matrices. 
Since this is not the case, we must have CY = p. 
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Now, let us denote by A the algebra of the diagonal matrices, and again 
let I be a matrix algebra such that A c r c_%‘( y ). If there exists a nondiago- 
nal matrix A E I, by Lemma 2.4, r c A, for some cr. Hence A G A,, 
obviously impossible. Thus F = A, showing the maximality of A. 
Now let F be a maximal algebra in 5% y). If I G A then F = A, since F 
is maximal. Otherwise, let A E I be nondiagonal. By Lemma 2.4, I c A= 
for some (Y. This implies I = A,, by the maximality of I’. 8 
3. PARAMETRIC REPRESENTATION VIA CAUCHY MATRICES 
The algebras A, are made up by symmetric matrices. This implies that all 
the matrices belonging to A, commute and have a common basis of 
eigenvectors. We will investigate the structure of the eigenvector matrix, 
which can be represented as a Cauchy matrix, depending on (Y and y. First, 
let us premise two lemmas concerning the orthogonality of the columns of a 
Cauchy matrix. 
LEMMA 3.1. Assume that n + q real numbers si, i = 1,. . . , n, tj, j = 
1 ,**., q, are given, with q < n and si z tj for any pair of i and j. Let us 
consider the rectangular n x q Cauchy matrix M, = (mij>, defined a.s 
1 
m.. = - ‘J si - tj ) 
and the nth-degree polynomial p(x) = l-IF= Jx - sJ 
The columns of M, are a set of q orthogonal vectors if and only f the tj 
are all distinct numbers and there exists some constant CY such that 
P’Cti> 
p(t,>=ff, 
i = l,...,q. (3.1) 
Proof. If the ti are not all distinct then M, cannot have full rank. 
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Moreover, for i #j, we have 
[“gTMy]ij = il ++ 
k=lSk t k tj 
Thus M:M, is diagonal if and only if 3.1 holds. 
1 
sk - tj 
P'Ctj) I PCtj) . 
n 
Remark that Equation (3.1) can also be written in the form 
M,‘e = -(ye(q), (3.2) 
where we denote by e (4) the q-vector of all ones. In fact, according to the 
definition of M 9, we have 
P’Cti> -=- 
P(C) 
i 1 = - L mki. 
k=l sk - ti k=l 
LEMMA 3.2. Let the same assumptions of Lemma 3.1 hold. Moreover, 
assume CY = 0. If the columns of M, are orthogonal, then q < n and 
M,‘e = 0. (3.3) 
Proof. Under the assumption (Y = 0, Equation (3.1) gives p’(t,> = 0 for 
i=l , . . . , q. If q = n, then p’(x) would have n simple zeros. The equation 
(3.3) is a straight consequence of (3.2). n 
The following theorem gives a parametric representation of the matrices 
belonging to A, in which appears a Cauchy matrix whose columns are a basis 
of common eigenvectors for these matrices. 
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THEOREM 3.1. Given n distinct real numbers yi, i = 1, . . . , n, and a real 
constant CY, let us consider the algebra A, ~5% y>, the polylzomial p(x) = 
II:= ,(x - y,), and the equation 
(3.4) 
(1) The equation (3.4) has q real simple roots, say ti, i = 1,. . . , q, where 
q=nifa#O,q=n-lifa=O. 
(2) Consid.er the n x n Cauchy matrix M = (mij>, defined as follows: 
1 
m.. = - 
‘J yi - tj ’ 
i=l 1***, n, j=l,..., q, 
min =l, i=l,..., 12, when ff = 0. 
The columns of M are orthogonal, that is, M TM is diagonal. 
(3) For eve y Loewner matrix A E A, we have 
A = MDMT, 
where D is diagonal. 
Proof. The first statement is a simple consequence of the fact that p(x) 
has n real simple zeros yi. Therefore the range of p’(x)/p(x> is the whole 
set R if x is between two contiguous yi, R- if x is smaller than the leftmost 
yi, and R+ if x is larger than the rightmost yl. 
The second statement follows from the first one in the view of Lemmas 
3.1 and 3.2. In detail, if (Y # 0, then Lemma 3.1 says that the columns of 
M = M, are orthogonal. If (Y = 0, then we have M = CM,,_ 1 1 e> and the 
orthogonality comes from both the Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2. 
Let us turn to the third statement. If a! # 0, let d be the n-vector 
(3.5) 
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where a is the normalized vector associated with A, and p is such that 
Ae = oa + pe. Let D = diag(d). We have, for i # j, 
dk =- ___-~ 
!/t - tk 
ffi - aj 
cc=- 
Yi - Y,j ’ 
since, by (3.5), 
Thus MDMT E_Y( y), with a as associated vector. Moreover, by Equation 
(3.2) we see that MDMTe = - cuMDe = - cxMd = Lya + /3e, i.e., MDM’ 
E A,, and MDM T = A. 
If cy = 0, let d be the n-vector 
(3.6) 
where P satisfies the equation Ae = be, and 7 is defined as follows: 
Taking into account that the last row of M-’ is n-‘eT, it is easy to check that 
d,, = f . 
n 
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Setting again D = diag(d), we have, for i #j: 
n-l 
[MDMT]ij = C dk& + d, 
k=l I 
1 
=- 
Yi - Yj 
a, - aj 
=- 
Yi - Yj 
since, by (3.6), 
This proves that MDM T is in _5?( y), and its associated vector is a. In order 
to show that MDMT E A,, we observe that, by (3.21, 
MTe = 
where e, is the last column of the n X n identity matrix. Thus 
P 
MDMTe = nMDe, = nd, Me,, = n-e = /3e, 
n 
i.e. MDM T E A,, and MDMT = A. n 
Obviously, the entries of the diagonal matrix D of the factorization 
A = MDM T shown in Theorem 3.1 are not the eigenvalues of A, since M is 
not unitary. The eigenvalue matrix is DE, where E is the diagonal matrix 
E = MTM. 
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